Landfill Emissions Monitoring

DataFID™
Po r t a b l e F l a m e I o n i z a t i o n D e t e c t o r

Safe, Convenient and Reliable Landfill
Emissions Monitoring Detection
DataFID is a portable, intrinsically safe flame ionization
detector (FID) that can reliably measure volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) in a potentially hazardous

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
 Intrinsically safe

■

environment. Its new, improved design includes an
external Bluetooth® antenna to increase communication
capability, low pressure hydrogen supply, long lasting

 13-hour battery life

■

 10-hour, low pressure hydrogen supply that weighs

■

battery, and a custom, ergonomic backpack. These
features, along with its rugged chassis, make DataFID

only 105 g
 Built-in Bluetooth wireless capability

■

the ideal instrument to provide safe, convenient and
reliable VOC measurements for field operations.

 Custom, ergonomic backpack

■

 Can be paired with handheld computer for wireless

■

The US EPA estimates that methane constitutes over 20%
of non-CO2 emissions worldwide that contribute to global

data visualization

radiative forcing (global warming). Methane emissions
from landfill sites account for about 58% of total landfill gas
production, and in 2004, in a worldwide effort to reduce
these emissions, the Global Methane Initiative (GMI)
was established. In part of this initiative, the US EPA
recommends that surface methane emissions are monitored
using Method 21 to ensure levels are regulation compliant.

SAFE
DataFID is certified to UL 913 Class 1 Division 1 intrinsic safe
specifications, and is safe to operate in hazardous areas.

CONVENIENT

DataFID is designed to meet and exceed these US EPA

DataFID is easy to use. An

Method 21 regulations for landfill emissions monitoring,

externally mounted Bluetooth

providing reliable on-site results.

antenna provides superior
wireless connectivity with
a PDA for reading data or
sending data logged files from
DataFID. Additionally, the
revolutionary Hydrostik™ metal
hydride hydrogen fuel cylinder
provides high purity, low
pressure (80 psi) hydrogen
to DataFID for continuous
VOC monitoring. This
conveniently-sized, refillable
cylinder provides 10 hours
of hydrogen supply and can
easily fit in your pocket. It is

The small, lightweight
10-hour refillable cylinder
can be hand carried onto
an aircraft (limit two per
person).

approved by the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to be shipped via air
DataFID is designed to meet and exceed US EPA Method 21
regulations for landfill emissions monitoring, providing reliable
on-site results.
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cargo or hand-carried (limit of two per person) onto an
aircraft, so DataFID will be ready for use upon arrival at the
sampling site.

RELIABLE
DataFID is equipped with an extended nickel-metal
hydride (NiMH) battery that provides 13 hours of
continuous reliable operation when fully charged, easily
allowing users to monitor the landfill site for a full shift.
The long-life battery, internal detector, long lasting high
purity low pressure hydrogen fuel supply, and the
ruggedized electronics in DataFID all combine to
provide continuous, highly accurate and repeatable
total VOC measurements.

LANDFILL SOLUTION
The compact and lightweight DataFID can be carried
comfortably in its custom backpack during extended
sampling periods. The telescoping landfill probe is used
to collect data at each sampling point.
An internal Method 21 mode with datalogging capability
allows you to pre-program each sampling point to DataFID
via a computer. Post-sampling, the methane emission
measurements can be downloaded to a computer and
processed into the needed report format.

Navigating a landfill site with the INFICON Landfill Solution,
including DataFID in the custom backpack, handheld computer
and telescoping landfill probe.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Operating temperature range

0° – 50°C (32° – 122°F)

Operating humidity range

0 – 100% (non-condensing)

Dimension (L x W x H)

330 x 305 x 76.2 mm (13 x 12 x 3 in.)

Weight

5 kg (11.0 lb.)

Battery

13 hours operation, nickel metal hydride (NiMH)

Keypad

Three menu keys

Display

7.1 cm (2.8 in.) diagonal active area

Alarm audible

At 85 dB, visual red LED on instrument body

Data logger memory

24,000 readings interval mode; 5,000 readings in location mode

Connectivity

Bluetooth technology embedded for wireless data connection

Bluetooth module maximum output power

<5 mW

Bluetooth frequency range

2402.0 – 2480.0 MHZ

Detector

Flame Ionization Detector (FID)

Response time

90% of full scale in <3 seconds

Operating concentration range

0.1 – 30,000 ppm

Repeatability

±2% at 100 ppm methane or above

Accuracy

<10% or 1 ppm, whichever is greater

Calibration standards

Methane, hexane or propane

Fuel

99.999% UHP (Ultra High Purity) hydrogen

Fuel cylinder 	Metal hydride, 10 liters capacity, 80 PSI cylinder pressure,
10 hour discharge time / 140 minute recharge time
Fuel Cylinder Weight

105 g (3.7 oz.)

Fuel Cylinder Dimensions

Ø22 x 88 mm (Ø0.87 x 3.46 in.)

Intrinsic Safety

Class 1, Division 1, Groups A,B,C and D (UL 913)

FCC

Class A digital device, pursuant to Subpart B, Class A of Part 15 of the FCC rules

EPA Standards

Meets and exceeds US EPA Method 21 regulations for landfill emissions monitoring
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DataFID is a trademark of INFICON.
Due to our continuing program of product improvements, specifications are subject to change without notice.
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